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SPORTS + Top Cat - Kenny Robertson: page 11

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid. "
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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

Taylor Hall renovations begin early

Workers remove
ceiling and wall
panels to get
'jump start'
BY APRIL M CLAREN
CAMPU S EDITOR

Since renovations for the north
tower ofTaylor H all are planned to
start this summer, preparation is
already underway, leaving construction workers in the hallways.
"We have a little more work to do
than the time allowed," said Mark
H udson, director of H ousing and
Dining.
The nearly $1 million renovation
project, which was previously made
in the south tower, includes completely gutting the rooms to add
stackable furniture, replace the doors
and light fixtures and add carpet in
the rooms and hallways. Since students currently reside in the rooms,
H udson said they are getting a
"jump start" on the hallways to save
time and money for the summer.
Workers made their way to the
north tower a few weeks ago and
started working on the ceiling and
taking off wall panels to refinish,
H udson said.
"If we waited until the summer, it
would be one more thing to do,"
H udson said.
Workers have started on the top
floor, working their way down to all
five floors.
Since sn1dents are living in the
hall, H udson said the workers are
doing their best to accommodate to
students and their daily routines.
"We can do (the work) with minimal disn1rbance to smdents," he said.
Kyle Anderson, junior physical
education major, has not been dis-

nubed by the work.
"I don't really see a problem with
it," he said. "It's not bothering me."
Shannon Roden, freshman psychology major, has also not had any
problems.
She said she has noticed the workers coming in earlier in the afternoon
for short periods of time to get their
work done and leave. She said the
work does not get too noisy, and the
workers clean up after themselves.
On the other hand, some students
have been a little bothered by the
noise and the way the walls and ceilings currently look.
Emily Zukowski, junior psychology major, said she heard the noise as
early as 10 a.m., but it was only loud
for a couple of days. Since the ceilings are currently without panels,
exposing metal beams and wires, she
said the ceilings don't "look pretty."
Laura Strus is also bothered by the
look of the walls and ceilings.
"It's kind of trashy," she said. "It's
not very homey."
H udson said in the beginning of
the work, some students had conflicts because of the early hours the
work began. Starting time is currently 9:30 a.m. until approximately 3
p.m. H e said the workers try their
hardest to stay out of the students'
way, and, as a result, the students'
ability to cooperate is appreciated.
The summer renovations will begin
as soon as smdents move out for the
summer, and H udson expects positive
reactions since that is all he has received
since the south tower was completed.
Out of nearly 400 surveys concerning the renovations, 50 percent
of them were returned with only one
"average" comment, while others
were "above average," H udson said.
"The expectation is that it will be
received really well by residents,"
H udson said. "It's an ongoing effort
to make sure we are serving our students as effectively as possible."

BY ERIN MILLER
CITY REPORTER
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Reaccreditation visitors make Eastern look to past

School compares
issues from 10
year s ago to
present day
BY

KYLE MAYHUGH AND jENNIFER PERYAM

STAFF WRITER AND AOMINISTRATlON EDITOR

The recommendations of the

1995 North Central Association

site visitors are still having an
impact on campus, even as the
2005 team examines the university.
The NCA accredits universities
based on mission and integrity,
engagement in service and planning
for the hiUire.
Graduate School Dean Bob
Augustine, co-chair of the NCA
steering committee, said he wants

the visit to help the university
decide where to focus its attention
in the future.
"At the simplest level, we hope to
be continued in accreditation by the
Central
Association,"
North
Augustine said. "Beyond that, the
institutional advancement section of
the team's report will provide us with
an outside assessment of issues."
Universities must be reaccredited
at least once every 10 years to be
considered a recognized academic
institution.
Mary H errington-Peery, assistant
vice president for academic affairs,
said the university has made "big
strides" in all five areas of concern
mentioned in the previous site visit.
Five areas of concern were deferred
maintenance, equipment replacement, professional development,
general education and assessment.

Illinois left
with a $6
million bill

"Deferred maintenance will always be an issue on
a campus that is over 100 years old."
MARY HERRINGTON-PERRY, ASSISTANT VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

The biggest problem of the five
was deferred maintenance, which
refers to money the university must
evenmally spend to maintain its
current buildings.
"Deferred maintenance will
always be an issue on a campus that
is over 100 years old," H erringtonPeery said.
Eastern estimates its deferred
maintenance is $71 per square foot, a
figure that has decreased since 1999.
The 2005 N CA self-study
report, which Eastern composed to
show the site visitors why it
deserves reaccreditation, credits the

improvement in deferred maintenance to the completion of building projects such as the Booth
Library renovation and the new
H uman Services building.
Another major concern by the
1995 NCA team was the replacement of instmctional equipment.
Eastern's equipment expendin•res
increased from $817,000 in 1995
to about $3 million in 2001
because of increases in fi.mding
Eastern received from the state.
"Tllis was an issue that was basically
SEE REACCREDITATION PAGE 9

Gov. Rod Blagojevich is in a pinch.
With the mild flu season coming
to an end, there is no longer a need
for the flu vaccines Blagojevich
obtained from a European company,
and now he must resell the vaccines
to avoid paying the $6 million bill.
To alleviate concern of a flu vacin
October,
cine
shortage
Blagojevich began searching in
Europe for more vaccines, said Abby
Ottenhoff, spokeswoman for the
governor.
The governor
submitted information to the
U.S. Food and
D
r
u
g
Administration
for approval to
import
the
European
vacRoo BLAGO)EVICH
but
cine,
Blagojevich still
hasn't received a response to his
request, she said.
Since the FDA never got back to
Blagojevich, Illinois could not
import the vaccines, and now the
need has deteriorated, but the
European company is still trying to
charge Illinois for flu vaccines since
they found doses for Illinois to have,
Ottenhoff said.
"We forwarded volumes and volumes of documentation on the flu
vaccine that was found in Europe,
and we hoped to get a response in a
timely manner," she said.
After other city officials heard of
Blagojevich's search, he agreed to
find additional flu vaccines for New
York City, Cleveland and New
Mexico, she said.
"We have received our bill from
the company, and they sent individual bills to each state," Ottenhoff
said. "It's not (the company's) fault
the FDA never got back to us, so
they still deserve their money."
In a recent press release Sandra
Mullin, spokeswoman for the New
York City Department of H ealth
and Mental H ygiene, said the New
York City Department of H ealth
and Mental H ygiene doesn't plan on
paying for the 200,000 flu vaccines
it requested because in November
officials told Illinois they no longer
needed the doses.
In the same press release, Matt
Carroll, director of public health for
Cleveland, said, "Our firm belief is
that we committed only to pay for
(the) vaccine if we received it."
Cleveland requested 4,500 doses
of the flu vaccine to be purchased at
$11 each, Ottenhoff said.
In early November, New Mexico
SEE BILL PAGE 9
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CAMPUS BRIEFS

ONE FISH, TWO FISH ...

ONLINE
POLL
What is your
reaction to
Ciara's perlormance Friday
night at Lantz
Arena?

9 a.m. Mock Interviews at Career Services. Practice
interviewing with H uman Resources professionals or
recruiters from your fields. Reservation required. 5812412.
1 p.m. Photoshop 2 workshop at CATS Training
Lab, McAfee 1214. This workshop will cover how to
use some more intermediate features of Photoshop
when modifying an image.

A) I Iiked the per
formance, but she
shou ld
have
played longer.
B) I liked it. It was
a good show.
C) I feel cheated
out of $15 ... and
the
un iversi ty
shou ld feel cheat
ed
out
of
$35,000.
D) I'm unsure. I
didn't go to the
concert.

6 p.m. Brother to Brother panel discussion in the
Physical Science Building, room 2120. Sister to Sister
panel discussion in the Physical Science Building, room
1205. Separate panel discussions about male and female
African-American academic, health and personal issues.
7 p.m. Sn1dent Senate will meet in the ArcolaTuscola Room of the Martin Luther King Jr University
Union to vote to release fi.mds approved by the
Apportionment Board to send an additional Senate
member to the Conference on Sn1dent Government
Affairs (COSGA).

AROUND ILLINOIS CAMPUSES

LINDSEY C HOY/THEDAILYEASTERN NEWS

VOTE @ THEDAI
LYEASTERN
NEWS.COM

Adam Ayers (right) takes advantage of the warm weather by fishing at the campus pond with his cousin, Aaron Ayers
(left), Tuesday afternoon. Both are freshman at Charleston High School.
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

African culture dying
Rap music and the objectification of women are stifling African-American culmre, and it needs to stop
immediately, said Leonard Gadzepko, assistant professor in Black American Smdies, during his "Ties That
Bind" speech Monday. Gadzepko said blacks in
America need to embrace their African culture.
"Our survival is based upon our sense of community," Gadzepko said. For more than 500 years, Africans
have had to develop a colonized culture because
Europeans and Arabs were bringing their own culture to
Africa, Gadzepko said.
Now in America, women are mistreated, and black
youths do not have strong role models, Gadzepko said.
But women are the building blocks for life and should
be treated with respect, and youths need leadership to
ensure they stay out of jail or other simations, he said.
READ MORE AT WWW.DAILYEGYPTIAN.COM

CLARIFICATION
In reference to case #OS 132 concerning illegal consump
tion of alcohol by a minor: On Saturday, 02111/05 a Lake
Land College student was transported to Sarah Bush
Lincol n Health Center from the Martin Luther Ki ng
University Uni on due to being high ly intoxicated. There
was noth ing to indicate the student became intox icated at
the Union. Alcohol was not being served at the function.
Art Mitchell, Crime Prevention Officer

WTF?

PEOPLE

Pastor gives $14,000

Jackson hospitalized

GROVE, Okla. (AP) - A pastor handed out
$14,000 to congregation members to invest for seven
weeks, after which they are to bring the money and profits back to the church to be used in missionary work.
"The idea has always been in the back of my mind,"
said Pastor Steve Dyer of the Newsong Church.
Loud gasps were heard throughout the 125-member, interdenominational church as the envelopes
containing $100 and $50 bills were ripped opened
after the Sunday sermon. Some members thought the
bills were counterfeit. Others shook their heads in
bewilderment.
Dyer had placed crisp $100 bills in red envelopes
for adults and $50 bills in green envelopes for schoolage children. "That is going to be a lot of fi.m," Dyer
said. "A lot of people already have ideas."
Teacia Williams, 14, said she is going to use her
$50 to purchase newspaper ads advertising her availability to baby-sit. "I plan on doubling the money,"
she said.
Dyer said the church isn' t keeping track of who has
the money but did give one stipulation: it was not to
be used to buy lottery tickets or to gamble.
When asked what the church will do if someone
steals the money, D yer replied, "That's between them
and God."

SANTA MARIA, Calif (AP) - Michael Jackson
was taken to an emergency room with flu-like symptoms Tuesday, delaying jury selection in the pop star's
child-molestation case for a week.
The entertainer was being treated for a "flu-like illness with some vomiting," Dr. Chuck Merrill said during a brief news conference at Marian Medical Center
about five hours after Jackson's illness was announced in
court by the judge.
"He's in stable condition, and we expect a full recovery," Merrill said.
The doctor would not answer questions, and it was
not immediately known how long Jackson would be
at the hospital.
Earlier, as potential jurors filed into the courtroom
- including a few who were scolded by bailiffs for
being late - Jackson's seat remained empty. Nearly 20
minutes after the singer was scheduled to arrive,
Judge Rodney S. Melville announced that Jackson
had been taken to a hospital.
He said the 46-year-old singer would need three or
four days to recover and noted that several members of
the jury pool were out with the flu and that it appeared
to be going around.
The judge said Jackson had been on his way to court
but was taken to a hospital emergency room instead.

EASTERN NEWS

The Daily Eastern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University. It is
published daily J\1onday through Friday, in
Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vaca·
tions or examinations. Subscription price:
$50 per semester, $30 for summer, $95 all
year. The Daily Eastern News is a member
of The Associated Press, which is en tided to
exclusive use of all articles appearing in
this paper.

HAVE ASUGGESTION?

If you have any suggestions or ideas
for articles you would like to see in
The Daily Eastern News, feel free to
contact us at 581-2812 or by e-mail
mmwilliams1220@aol.com.

FIND AMISTAKE?

Let us know if you find a facnial
error in The News so we can provide
the correct information to other readers. Contact the editor at 581-2812or
mmwilliams1220@aol.com.
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Days unti l
Summer and Fall
class registration
appointments at
9th Street Ha ll.

WORD
DU JOUR

Diftident

1 . lacking self confi

dence; distrustful of
one's own powers;
timid; bashful
2. charact.erized by
modest reserve;
unassertive
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Learning more on Dr. King
BY YOUNGCHI

CHANG

STAFF WRITER

To celebrate African-American
Heritage, the University Board,
Norman Greer and the Minority
In Communication Association
held "Understanding Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. and the Beloved
Community" last night in the
Roberson Auditorium.
" It is to bring awareness to
students on campus, " Greer
said. "We can find more opportunities to be available, and students are able to know an ideology that is 'we all are the same'
through the lecture."
Guest speaker R ev. Corey D.
Johnson,
an associate for
International
Youth
Development for Lott Carey
Baptist
Foreign
Mission
Convention, started the speech
by raising the topic of awareness
about King.
" King was more than a civil
rights leader," Johnson said.
" King was more than a great lecturer, writer and scholar; King

was who God called him to be.
To people, especially to AfricanAmericans, his words are like the
Holy Bible to them."
King had a goal to integrate
the people regardless of their
skin color and ethnicity.

more about King who made people different. It's interesting."
Johnson discussed King as a
young person who improved
American society by addressing
controversy about race in the
1950s without violence.
People of today can be taught
how nonviolence worked, and
by seeing how people in King's
generation voiced their opinions
and spoke on issues relevant to
today, we can learn more about
King, Johnson said.
"Definitely, King made our
lives fairly different from our
parents'
generation,"
said
Chermyne Griggs, a second year
graduate student majoring in
communication
studies.
"Through this lecture I knew
more about King. "
King cared for all people
from the bottom to top of the
people on the society, Greer
said.
" He is the greatest and most
authentic American hero and
prophet that this country has
ever produced," Johnson said.

"He is the greatest and
most authentic
American hero and
prophet that this
country has ever
produced."
REV. COREY D. jOHNSON, ASSOCIATE
FOR INTERNATIONAL YOUTH D EVELOPMENT

" King did a lot of
many people," said
Inboden, a freshmen
major and Emerging
campus. "I wanted

things for
Shannon
chemistry
Leader on
to know

3
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GREEK SPOTLIGHT

New Greek members better their
It's 'Test-Time'
leadership in Junior Greek Connell
BY YOUNGCHI

CHANG

STAFF WRITER

BY

KAYLA CROW

STAFF WRITER

New members of Greek organizations on campus have a chance to get
involved in their community through
Junior Greek Council.
JGC is composed of rwo new
members of every sorority and fraternity on campus who are nominated
by their fellow new members in the
fall. Whitney Cronkrak, a freshman
elementary education major and
member of Kappa Delta, said the
members of JGC are chosen because
of the potential their organization sees
in them.
"They send people that they think
will be successfi.Il at Eastern and who
they think will be fi.Iture leaders within their sorority and fraternity,"
Cronkrak said.
The members of J GC all come to
the organization with the common
goal of becoming active in the community.

-

-

GREEK SPOTLIGHT

"I thought it would be a good
oppornmity to meet people within
the Greek community and get
involved in the community,'' said
Ashley Kell, a sophomore health studies major.
Last Wednesday, JGC hosted a
Mardi Gras party for the residents of
Hilltop Nursing Home in Charleston.
They helped pass out refreshments
and spent time talking with the residents, Kell said.
'1t was really cool; the residents had
so much fi.m," Cronkrak said. "The
lady I was with was all dressed up for
Mardi Gras, and she was even crowned

queen, which was really cool."
Some of the members returned to
the nursing home Friday to help decorate the cafeteria for Valentine's Day.
Cronkrak said the residents seemed
really happy with the decorations and
were happy to see that the sUidents
come back.
Sean Anderson, president of JGC,
said all the members enjoy doing
community service, and everyone is
always really excited when they go out
in the community.
"Going to the nursing home was
great," said Anderson, a sophomore
political science major and Delta Tau
Delta member. "I was really proud
because every single member came
Wednesday."
JGC is also planning a blood drive
for March 30.
'1t's great that everyone can come
and get to know other Greek members at the same time that they are
helping the community,'' Anderson
said.

University Union Bowling Lanes

lincoln's Birthdav
Weekend Hours
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

2004.

Students have improved their
sUidy skills, note-taking skills, textbook reading skills, time management and test-taking skills through
the workshops, said Cindy Boyer,
assistant director of the ASC.
"I primarily work with sUidents
one-on-one in my office," Boyer
said. "The sn.dents who met with
me three or more times (during clte
full 2004 semester) to improve their
skills showed the average increase in
GPA of 0.83 over their spring 2004

GPA"

The center offers individual sUI-

"An EJU Tradition"

BINGO AT THE

MOOSE
$ t 000 Guaranteed

PAYOUT

9am -llpm

*

Spm - midnight

(cosmic bowling 9pm-rnidnight)

Spm - midnight

(cosmic bowling 9pm-midnight)

Closed

~artil' Luther :King, Jr. U n.iversity

0000 0000011 0

Phone 581-7457

The Academic Success Center will
give sUidents tips for better test-taking skills on true and false, multiple
choice and essay tests.
A workshop entitled "Test Time"
will be held 4 p.m. today at clte
Ninth Street Hall, and sUidents can
reserve a seat by calling 581-66%.
The ASC has been holding testtaking workshops since August

~

liiiiiil

MUST BE 11 *

Non-Members
Welcome to Play

Thursday@ 7:00p.m.
G IVE YOUR
BUSINESS
THE PUSH
IT NEEDS

581-2816

dent consultations, residence hall
instruction, classroom instruction
and referral services to other programs that can enhance sUidents'
education.
'1 clunk this workshop is really
helpful," said Cheryl Tracy, a sophomore computer information systems
major. "I want to know more about
taking tests, like how to sUidy more
effectively."
Besides these services, the ASC provides the nitoring programs on campus. Private nitors are independent
contractors and set their own prices.
The center aims to develop and
help implement university-wide
learning initiatives, especially in the
areas involving retention or at-risk
students such as those on probation.
'1 am particularly interested in
working with sUidents on academic
warning or probation," Boyer said.
"Previous workshops have had on
average between 15 and 20 people in
attendance, but we want more sUIdents to come to clte workshops and
get to know the skills to make them
better in terms of academic success."

LIVE IT!
I
N ~Water&

c

Trash

L ~

Cable & Internet

D ~

Electricity (allowance)

u
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D

cam
OFF·CAMPUS PRIVATE APARTMENTS.

345-6001

2302 Bostic Dr. (next ro Wai·Mart)
www.pickeringandco.com
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COLUMN

EDITORIAL CARTOON BY GIA HYOS

Statistics can be
misleading
Earlier this semester, a story that ran in The Daif:y
Eastern News had the entire campus talking. The article, "Eastern ranked as 'party school' " said Eastern
ranked as the No. 3 party school in the nation, according to www.campusdirt.com.
For two days people talked and debated about this.
Two days later, a clarification ran stating an inaccuracy
in the ranking because campusdirt.com bases its rankings off a series ofsurveys students can log on and fill
ADAM
out.
T ESTA
However, my purpose here is not to argue the point
JUNIO R, JOURNALI SM
that Eastern was even on the list to begin with. It is to
AND MARKETING
question people's motives when they believe survey
MAJOR
results. I have been involved with the campus group
SO NOR since I came to Eastern in the fall of2002.
Testa is a guest
Every semester since then, I have heard people question
columnist for
the informacion and statistics we release.
The Daily Eastern
At least once a semester I am greeted with the quesNews.
tion, "Where did you guys do your research? The
library on a Saturday night!" After explaining we send
out a reliable survey called the Core Survey to 2,500
people and that we get around 500 responses, people
usually continue to disbelieve, claiming people can lie
on surveys and that only non-drinkers respond to the
surveys.
First, our survey results for the amount of drinks
consumed in a week ranged from zero to 80.
There always is that one person who wants to brag
to his friends about lying on a drinking survey and put
down a ridiculous number, but it's
not only those people that answer
"Next time you see a high numbers to the questions.
Our surveys yield results from a
statistic around and it lot of high-risk drinkers who
a lot more than the average.
catches your eye, drink
But you can't go through four
think about where it years of college thinking that
came from." everyone here is "that guy." Most
people at Eastern know how to
have a good cime, but they also
know how to be responsible.
That's the point we try to get across.
Now that you have a background of what we hope
to do with our survey results, I can discuss this staciscical standoff at which we find ourselves. A recognized
and respected organization releases informacion based
off a reliable survey, but people don't believe it.
This could be because they question the methods
used citing that surveys are a voluntary process and a
bias exists in the distribution or return. It is also possible that they just don't want to believe what they read.
But when a third-party web site uses surveys to gather informacion, people all of a sudden find an interest
in what they hear, and they begin to talk about these
survey results. But what about the whole bias issue
people talked about before!
While we send our surveys to a random sample,
Web sites are only accessible by those who know about
them or choose to seek them out. As any professional
will tell you,Web sites are not a proper means of finding a random sample.
Next cime you see a staciscic around and it catches
your eye, think about where it came from. Think
about the random sampling effect and an issue that
journalists, marketers and anyone else should become
very familiar with: credibility.
Using informacion gathered from biased or unreliable sources can lead to rumors and put people in the
wrong mindset, which then makes telling them the
tmth even harder. We aim to tell people the tmth and
have them use that to make their own educated deciSIOns.

We give you the weapon; you choose how to use it.

EDITORIAL

Don't forget about Panthers

Be it a favorite player one has watched from the
because the team is young and showing steady
At issue
cime he or she was litde or one of those once-in-aimprovement. While Head Coach Rick Samuels
The lllini
lifetime magical seasons that one will never forget,
and the basketball team will hopefi1lly continue to
gaining
sports can leave a significant mark on one's life.
improve, the athletic department has two things
popularity and
This year's University of Illinois' men's basketball
they could do.
the Panthers
team is one of those m<Wcal teams. It is 25-0,
The game with the highest attendance of the
loosing
ranked No. I in the country and the possibility of popularity
year was Jan. 22 when Eastern had some giveaways,
becoming the first team to go undefeated since the
one being a tuition break. While this isn't affordable
Our stance
I976 Indiana Hoosiers is becoming a reality.
everyday, little giveaways could help attendance.
Throughout the state, be it Champaign-Urbana Wh ile th is is a
Second, the athletic department should find a
or Charleston-Mattoon, people are wearing plenty once in a
fuce for the team such as Josh Gomez. Instead, the
I ifetime season
oforange and blue supporting their team. Whether
media guides and posters have Samuels on them.
the season ends with the Fighting Illini cutting for the II lini,
The number of head coaches whose personality can
we shou ld sti II
down the nets in St. Louis or with, heaven forbid it
carry a smdent lxxly can be cotmted on one hand.
support the
be mentioned, a first weekend exit from the tourNo offense to him, but Samuels isn't one.
Panthers,
nament, it is a season Illini funs won't forget.
These moves can hdp boost attendance and get
despite the ir
However, one has to wonder where are the blue
the
Eastern community excited for Eastern basketrecent struggles
and gray clothes in Charleston?
ball just as they are lOr the Illini. Ofcourse, the bas-For the second year in a row, Eastern's meris bas-ketball team must follow through with a better
ketball team has had a less than 'feel good' season. Following record than the past two years.
last year's embarrassing 6-2I season, the Panthers are I0-13
Unci! then, the Eastern community, while keeping one eye
thus fur.
on the Illini, should keep one eye on the Panthers as they
While this is a significant improvement, the attendance is hopefi.illy improve.
scilllacking.Tickets at illinois are near impossible to get, while
at Eastern it is nearly impossible to find someone who went to
The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daif:y Eastern News editorial board.
the last game. This is an unfornmate sintacion at Eastern

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

DISAPPOINTED BY ClARA

I was an attendee at Gara's concert on
Friday. I, as well as many others from
what I heard while walking out, was
incredibly disappointed and actually
insulted by her performance.
The opening act was on stage for
approximately 45 minutes. Once they
were done, the lights were nrrned completdy on and nothing happened for a
while. Then Ciara finally showed herself She performed for 25 minutes!
Since when does the opening act last
longer than the main act? Since when
does an artist just perform lOur, acmally
three songs in her case; she combined
"Goodies'' and "I 2 Step" and then
leave! Not only did she leave, she literal-

ly just walked off!
What kind of respect is that as a new
artist! Here we are attending one of your
first public performances and you don't
even say, "Thank you" or "Goodnight"
or anything of that namre?
I was incredibly disappointed. I am
unsure if the fault is Ciara herself or if it
had something to do with University
Board, but either wa)s the show was a
bust and a disappointment.
KELLY l uKA
JUNIOR, ENGUSH EDUCATION MAJOR

POOR SHOWING BY ClARA

to go see Ciara. It started out good with
the opening group. Then came Ciara,
and as soon as I started to get into the
music, she Leaves. She didn't even say,
'Thank you, Eastern, for having me.'
She walked offstage afrer like 30 minutes. I, along with most of the smdents
there, was confi.tsed and thought it was
just a time for her to change. Then the
lights carne on and everyone left disappointed and screwed out of their money.
The University paid all this money for
her to come, and we couldn't even get a
good show. I lOr one won't be purcllasing
any ofCiara's CDs or anything else.
DAN WATSON

I was one of the idiots who paid $I5

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters
to the editor addressing local, state, national and intemational issues.
They should be less than 250 words and include the authors' name,
telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in
school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate

SOPHOMORE', CAREER TECH. EDUCATION MAJOR

their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reseNe the right to edit letters for length.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard
Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; ore-mailed to

mmwilliams1220@aol.com.
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McKinney shows support for troops Council OK's
BY NICOLE MI LSTEAD
STAFF WRITER

The McKinney H all lobby
has a new, unique display
which contains 12 black ribbons, 12 yellow ribbons, five
pictures, four names and an
American flag.
It is not the materials that
make this display special, but
the sentiment that stands
behind it.
Ken Stefanski, a junior engineering major, traveled to the
Great Lakes Affiliate of
College
and
University
Residence H alls as an assembly
member from the McKinney
H all Council.
H e brought
back with him the idea to put
up a display to support the
troops.
"I thought this would be a
good way for McKinney to
show our respect for the
troops," Stefanski said.
"I know several soldiers who
have gone to Iraq and fought,
and then they come back and
do not get the respec t they
deserve; they are also not getting the recognition they
deserve," said Erin McGovern,
a
sophomore
psychology
major. "There is so much animosity towards this war, and
the troops are bearing the
brunt of it."
There are currently three soldiers represented on the wall.
They are Eastern students

Kevin
Leverence,
Brad
Schemersahl
and
Matt
Skupien.
Schmersahl and Skupien
were McKinney H all residents,
and Leverence was a resident
assistant from Thomas last
year. The fourth name on the
wall belongs to the last prisoner of war or missing-in-action
soldier, Kevin Maupin. H e has
been missing for I 0 months;
all the others have been found
or identified.
Anyone on campus who
knows a soldier who has
served, is serving or will be
going to Iraq is encouraged to
show their respect and add the
soldier's name and picture to
the wall.
McGovern and
Stefanski will also put up ribbons.
"The wall represents what
students' initiatives can be
accomplished when they are
passionate about what they
want to do," said Kevin
Malburg, McKinney H all assistant resident director.
To add to the wall, contact
McGovern at 581-2268 or
Stefanski at 581-2870.
"The display will stay up as
long as the war goes on. I don' t
care if it is next year, (the display) will stay up until the last
troop
comes
home,"
McGovern said. "This will get
better and better as more
names are added; we want to
recognize everyone."

raffle permit

BY HILLARY SmLE
CITY EDITOR
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WALKING A SACRED PATH
A LABYRINTH RETREAT

0

0,

What happened to
0
all of the
business???

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19
1:30PM TO 3:30PM
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR UNIVERSITY UNION
GRAND BALLROOM
Come join others in experiencing the labyrinth
as an expression of body prayer & meditation.
Sponsored by Presbyterian Campus Ministry and
First Presbyterian Church , Charleston.
For more information , call 345-2335
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The City Council approved a ra.ffie permit
Tuesday allowing the Charleston Jaycees to raise
money for the Charleston Fire Department by
raffling off a Harley Davidson motorcycle.
The fire department will use the money to purchase thermal imaging equipment that will "find
people in a burning stmcrure with a lot of
smoke," said Mayor Dan Cougill.
The cotmcil also approved resolutions: abating
the tax levied for the year 2003 to pay for the new
water treatment plant, authorizing the subordination agreement with Dan Kelly to help him in
paying back money to the city and authorizing
the extension of an agreement with ABC Farms
that will allow the same person to continue farming the land across from the water treatment plant
for the next year.
"Wdre just extending that lease so he'll keep
farming it," Cougill said. "H e pays us to use the
land."
An ordinance approving the re-plat of lots II
and 12 in block 21 of Normal Park Place
Subdivision was put on file for public inspection
at council member Lorelei Sims' request.
The motion was to be approved at the meeting,
but Sims said since there was no immediate need,
she would rather it be placed on file for the public.
"Both of (the lots) used to front on 12th Street;
now one will front on Cleveland," council member Larry Rennels said.
Before the end of the meeting, the council
armounced their acceptance ofJohn lnyart's resignation from his position as the police and fire
board commissioner.
lnyart, who is the sole candidate running for
mayor, cannot hold both positions, forcing him to
res~gn.

1 Yr Lease- June/August '05
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348-7746

Wisconsin is seeking motivated people as cabin counselors/activity instructors (you name it, we teach it!),
climbing/ropes course instructors, wilderness trip leaders, nurses, kitchen workers, cooks, and a secretary.
We are looking for enthusiastic people who are committed to kids, the outdoors, and having a good time!
,__ _ _ _ _1

GET IT!
MEET Tl£ FOCKERS (PG-13) DAILY 6:45
RACING STRIPES (PG) DAILY 7:00

I
N --+

c

L

u

Tanning Bed

--+ Game Room

D --+ Fitness Centet"
E
D

' UrORK UTI TH

Elite .is also looking to hire .i nvolved students for a PT job. Send
resume to arussler@elitemg.cotn Subject: Newspaper!CamtlUS Rep

\

For App't Ph.

N o wv *ba t 'W'e .h a ve y our a teeDtio a ....

ELITE FUNDRAISING
1-888-ELITE-US Ext.l 3 5

( ea'4fc ,'

Quiet Locations- U nfu rn ished/Fu rn ished
*from $230-475 mo per person

CLASSU CANCBLLBDII
RA'I SE l'VIONE Y FOR YOUR
STUDENT ORGANIZATION! !:

7!:.-

/

BR & 2 BR Apts

HITCH (PG 13)4:00 7:00 9:50
POOH'S HEFFAWMP MOVIE (G)4:306:30
8:30
PHANTOM OFTt£ OPERA (PG 13)4:15 7:40
BOOGEYMAN (PG 13) 5:00 7:30 9:40
WEDDING DATE (PG 13)4:50 7:15 9:30
HIDE AND SEEK (R) 5:15 8:00 10:20
MILLION DLR BABY (PG 13) 3:45 6:45 9:45
ARE WE THERE YET? (PG) 5:30 7:50
10:05
COACH CARTER (PG 13) 5:45 8:45
AVIATOR (PG 13) 4:40 8:15
INGOOD COMPANY (PG 13)4:50 7:40 10:10

OFF-CAMPOS PRlVAT& APARTMENTS.

345-6001

2302 Bostic Dr. (next to Wai-Mut)
www.pickeringandco.com
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Supervisors have chance to learn United pays O'Hare less
the Leading Edge, enhance skills
THEASSOCIATED PRESS

BY lAUREN

GADZALA

STAFF WRITER

Eastern's Human Resources
department will sponsor a program
today tided "The Leading Edge,"
which will allow supervisors to
address the responsibilities and pressures they deal with on a daily basis.
The program is designed to provide new or established supervisors
with many of the tools they need to
become successful supervisors and
managers at Eastern.
"The transition from employee to
supervisor can often be challenging
and difficult," said Sandy Bowman,
coordinator of human resources.
"Effective quality supervision is a
dynamic process requiring a solid

foundation of skills and knowledge.
"The Leading Edge provides the
foundation for a common language
and a set of leadership competen. "
c1es.

The one-year program consists of
twelve modules that include workshops and programs dealing with
issues such as creating a respectful
workplace.
Some of Eastern's faculty who
have been involved in the program
in the past spoke about the benefits
of participating in the program.
"It's a very positive program to be
involved in," said Tina Leonard,
financial aid counselor.
Leonard said the program provides different tools, skills and information so supervisors can perform

their roles effectively.
The program includes classroom
instruction
and
assignments
designed to be completed between
modules. The learning methods are
designed to allow real skill practice
as well as on-the-job application.
Another faculty member spoke
about the positive experiences they
had with the program.
"The Leading Edge should be
mandatory for all supervisors at
Eastern," Allan Rathe, recycling
coordinator, said. "It is full of helpful hints on performing your profession here at Eastern."
The program will be held today
from 8 to noon in the ArcolaTuscola Room of the Martin Luther
King J r University Union.

CHICAGO (AP)- A bankruptcy judge approved a deal Tttesday
dramatically reducing how much
of O'Hare International Airport's
debt United Airlines must pay.
The deal, reached earlier with
bondholders, will save United
about $450 million and help the
nation's No.2 carrier emerge from
bankruptcy, United spokesman Jeff
Green said. It slashes United's obligation to pay $600 million of
O'Hare's debt by 75 percent.

JACKSON GETS SICK ON
WAY TO COURTROOM
SANTA MARIA, Calif (AP) Michael Jackson was taken to an
emergency room with flu-like
symptoms Tuesday, delaying jury
selection in the pop star's childmolestation case for a week.

Haoov 21st Bi1hdav Kel!

NATIONAL
BRIEFS

The entertainer was being treated for a "flu-like illness with some
vomiting," Dr. Chuck Merrill said
during a brief news conference at
Marian Medical Center about five
hours after Jackson's illness was
announced in court by the judge.

CHERTOFF JOINS
HOMELAND SECURITY
WASHINGTON
(AP)Michael Chertoff was sworn In
Tuesday as the nation's second
Homeland Security secretary, hours
after the Senate placed the toughon-terrorism former prosecutor in
charge of a bureaucracy prone to
infighting and turf wars.

211-345-2%~
SandwichShop

T

WHAT HAPPENS
IN VEGAS

STAYS IN VEGAS!
LOVE , LAUREN &

SARAH
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Andrews holds fort-building contest
BY

NICOLE MILSTEAD

STAFF WRITER

Srudents were able to find another
use for their mattresses, couches and
blankets Tuesday night.
They built forts in Andrews Halfs
fort-building contest.
Andrea Lauciello, a freshman middle
school education major, and Jess
Elfring, a freshman theater arts major,
are two programmers from Andrews
Hall Council who came up with the
idea to hold a fort-building contest. It
was originally a fi.mdraising idea, but
last minute changes made this a hall
program, Lauciello said.
Four floors competed in the lobby of
Andrews Hall. The event included stiff
rules against stacking or flipping the
furniture. Each team was given five
minutes to build a fort big enough to
hold one member of their team.
Many of the common fort-building
materials were included such as blankets, couches, mattresses and sheets.
The groups also brought many unique
items such as a four-by-four piece of
lumber, plants, Swiffers, lamps and
Christmas lights.
The contestants were judged on originalit)s use of fi.rrniture, durability and
final product. Groups with a theme or

"We came (because)
we are active in hall
council."
KIM SMITH,

FRESHMAN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAjOR

music got extra points. Twenty-two srudents participated, including one male,
Kenny Kozik, a freshman elementary
education major from Carman Hall.
The winning team had the theme
"Flower and Pink Fort." T he fort
appeared to have flowers growing out of
it. The winning team included
Christine Rehr, a sophomore elementary education major; Katie Anderson,
a freshman undecided major; Kim
Smith, a freshman elementary education major; Sarah Cannon, a sophomore sociology and psychology major,
and Kim Thompson, a freshman prephysical therapy major, who are all residents of the eighth floor of Andrews.
"We came {because) we are active in
hall council," Smith said.
Winners received candy and
Andrews Assets, which are part of a
credit system used to purchase items at
the hall's end-of-the-year auction.
'1 participated because (fort building) is out of the realm of normal college activities," Thompson said.
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GET IT!

Move IIJ IIJe IJeatloiiiJe claii,_,_#!Je 1 TEACHER

Mid-America Educator's Job fair
Wednesday, March 2, 2005
9:30 am · 2:30 pm
MLK Jr. Uni~ersity Union Ballrooms
Your chance to meet recruiterc from throughout the
United Stateci!U
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1,2, &JBedrooms

For MOrt lllfontation:
Career SeNieu
www.j1Lw.ehu4u
1301 HSC
S81-2412
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Close to campus

J45-05JJ

DFF-CA.MPDS PRIVATE APARTMENTS.

345-6001

2302 Bostic Dr. (next to waJ.Mart)

www.pickeringandco.com
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CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Caring individuals needed to
work with adults with developmental disabilities in a group
home setting stressing community integrated living. Now hiring
FT cook and PT house keeper.
FSS certification and experience preferred but not essential. Apply in person at Tull
House,
911
18th
St.,
Charleston; 345-3552.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/17
Customer service and sales
positions now available. Parttime/full-time, days or nights.
Apply today! CONSOLIDATED
MARKET RESPONSE. 217639-1135.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/21
Delivery person wanted part
time, apply in person after 4
p.m., Pagliai's Pizza, 1600
Lincoln, Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/23

._,Houses for groups of 3 & 4
._,Townhouses, 3 & 4 BR for 2 to 5 persons
Call for

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charles to n, IL 61920
217 345-4489- Fax 345-4472

FOR RENT
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
1426 9TH ST. FALUSPRING
'05/'06. 11 MONTH LEASE.
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO
PETS. 348-8305.
--------~~23
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
CLOSE TO DAIRY QUEEN.
218 3RD ST. FALUSPRING
'05f06. SEMESTER LEASES

POSSIBLE. PETS PERMITTED WITH DEPOSIT.SECURITY REQUIRED. 348-8305.

House cleaner wanted. Call

ST. FALUSPRING '05/'06. 11
MONTH LEASE. SECURITY
REQUIRED. NO PETS. 348-

!BARTENDERS
WANTED!
$300/ day potential. No experience necessary. Training provided. 800-965-6520 ext. 239
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Y14

FOR RENT
Nice 4 bedroom 2 bathroom
905
Division.
house.
Dishwasher. No pets. Call
Dustin at 630-302-2676.
_________.2f17
Small cozy 1 bedroom apartment. Available for Summer/ Fall
OS'. 897-6266 or 898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/17
Large house available for group
of 4-7 people. good parking,
laundry and some recent
improvements. $225 each. 8976266 or 898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/17
Now leasing for Fall OS 3 bedroom house, 811 4th. 897-6266
or 898-9143
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/17
EASTERN ILLINOIS PROPERTIES NOW SHOWING FOR
FALL 2005 2,3,&5 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS & HOUSES
contact Mellissa at 3456210,549-0212
www.eiprops.com
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/17
2,3 bedroom apts. 1 1/2 blocks
from Stix. 10 month lease available. 728-4926 or 728-4907.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/18
2 BR House, Basement, WI D,
Trash. $375. Phone 345-7244.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/21
3 BR for 3 people. $750/mo. 10/mo. lease. Washer and dryer
furnished. 232-2873.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/23
3 BR apartment for 3 people.
$235 per person. 2 blocks from
campus, no pets. 345-3554.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/23
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
751 6TH ST. FALUSPRING
'05/'06. 11 MONTH LEASE.
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO
PETS. 348-8305.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/23

apJX>in~

.Jim Wood, Realtor

County Office Products seeking
part-time customer service. MF, 8-5 flexible hours. 345-4494.
Apply in person.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/23
between 1-6 p.m. 345-6230.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2/24

FOR RENT

._,Apartments for 1 or 2 residents

--------~~23
4 BEDROOM
UPSTAIRS
APARTMENT. 1430 1/2 9TH

8305.
--------~~23
Duplex, 2 bedrooms. Washer
and dryer hookup. $425/month.
217-898-4588
--------~~24
3 bedroom, 2 bathroom house.
WI D hookup, dishwasher,
stove, refrigerator, 2 car
garage. Available August 1,
2005. 273-6270.
--------~~28
1&2 BR apts, close to Buzzard,
water paid, 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor.
--------~~28
3&4 BR houses, close to EIU,
w/d, ale, 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood Realtor
--------~~28
1&2 BR apts, paid cable& internet, great locations, 345-4489,

Wood Rentals,
Realtor.

Jim Wood,

--------~~28
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWNHOUSES, Best Floor plan, Best
location, BEST PRICE.3454489,Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,

Realtor.

FOR RENT

questions and appointments
call Autumn at 348-1479
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/11
House for rent fall 05. Four bedroom, eat-in kitchen, large living
space, WI D, large yard with
deck, close to campus. $820
per month. 815-575-0285.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.3/11
3-4 person 3 bedroom duplex
apt. 1 bath, newly remodeled
kitchen and bath. Included:
elec., water, gas, trash, basic
cable, internet, central air.
Females preferred. Available
Aug. 1. Call 348-9359.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/30
Tired of apartment living? Riley
Creek Properties has clean two
and three bedroom homes,
close to campus and shopping,
available for the 2005-2006
school year. Water and trash
service included. Pets considered with additional deposit.
Call for terms and availability.
549-37 41. Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _00

ACROSS

6 Artsy
Manhattan area

1o Pest control
brand
14 _

-off coupon

EXCELLENT
LOCATIONS.
ONE BLOCK AND ONE AND
ONE HALF BLOCKS NORTH
OF OLD MAIN ON SIXTH
STREET. One or two person
leases. Central heat and AC,
laundry facility. Trash service
and off street parking included.
Perfect for serious student or

INTERNET. CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1120 EDGAR DRIVE.

'05f06. PP&W PROPERTIES-2

346-3583. JWheels LLC
___________00
ATTENTION GIRLS! IF YOU

For Lease-Fall 2005, 3 bedroom unfurnished apt.- new fur-

www.charlestonilapts.com
LOOK US UP for details on

nace/central air, new appliances including-dishwasher,
over range microwave, washer/dryer, range, and refrigerator
with ice maker. New carpet,
ceiling fans, and fresh paint.
DSL wiring. Great location 12th
and Arthur. 24n maintenance.
Call
today
217-346-3583

these 2005-06 Apts: 2001 S.
12th Street, 1305 18th Street,
955 4th Street, 605 W. Grant,
117 W. Polk and 905 A Street.
Rents from $230 to $475 per

JWheels LLC.
___________00
For Lease-Fall 20os· 2,3,4,5,6
bedroom houses, great locations, competitive rates, washer/dryer, central air, DSL wiring
throughout, 24n maintenance,
call today: 217-346-3583.
___________00

35 Fine arbitrarily
36 Fair-hiring abbr.
38 Show off one's
biceps
39 Fallen Russian
orMer
40 Men's accessories

46 Cable
Superstation

25 Washington's
Stadium

1 bedroom Apts for August

unfurnished apt., 2 full baths,
great location 12th and Arthur,
DSL wiring, good parking, 24n
maintenance. Call today: 217-

MENT WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW RENT, LOW UTILITY BILLS AND A LANDLORD
THAT CARES FOR THE 05-06
SCHOOL YEAR, CALL 3453664. SEEING IS BELIEVING!
10 MONTH LEASE. NO PETS.
___________00

17 Ad come-on #1

22 Lace into

For Lease-Fall2005, 4 bedroom

For Lease-Fall 2005, 2 bedroom duplex unfurnished Apts.
Washer/Dryer, trash included,
Central air, nice parking area,
close to Morton Park. 10 month
lease. 24n maintenance. No
pets. 217-346-3583.
___________00

44 "How sweet

included. Close to campus. No
pets. 345-9267.

FOR RENT

WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY,
FURNISHED 3 BR APART-

16 It's west of the
Isle of Man

21 The Virgin Is.,
e.g.

FOR RENT

345-6100.
___________00

43 Young newt

20 Suffix with buck

BLE. LARGE BEDROOMS
AND
SOME
UTILITIES
EXCELLENT
INCLUDED.
LOCATIONS ON 9TH STREET
(ACROSS FROM BUZZARD)

NEW LUXURY 4 BEDROOM,
2 BATH LARGE APART-

15 Pizazz

apartments and 3 bedroom
WI D
homes.
Dishwasher,

MENTS. DSUBROADBAND
(WIRED/WIRELESS) CAPA-

ACEI:Scholastic Book Fair Feb. 16,17 and 21 from 9 5 and 9 7 in
Reading Center, Buzzard 1320. Great books hundreds for kids of all
ages.

llle*.ttulork
liutt1
Crossword

--------~~28
Extremely nice 2 bedroom

--------~~28
AVAILABLE 2005-2006. 1, 2, &
3 FULLY FURNISHED APART-

SEITSINGER APARTMENTS:
1611 9th Street 1 Block East
Old Main now leasing for
Summer and Fall 05- Spring
06'. Completely furnished heat
and garbage included. Three
month summer or 9 month full
lease Call345-7136.
___________00

MENTS, W/ D INCLUDED
WIRED FOR HIGH SPEED

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS:
Now showing for Spring and
Fall
of
2005.
Fully
furnished,free parking. For

1 Blast from the
past?

CAMPUS CLIPS

!"

47 Arrow poison
49 Israeli desert
region
51 With 29-Down,
ad come-on #3

27 Moon of Mars

53 Lover of
Aphrodite

31 See 23-Down

55 Mouse's place

34 Left Bank locale 56 2.0 grades
ANSWER TO PRE VIOUS PUZZLE

person. Call to make appointments at 348-7746.
___________00
5 bedroom house. Fall '05.
2019 11th St. 345-6100.
___________00
os - 06. Luxury apartments,
townhouses, and student rental
houses all excellent locations.
Prices vary. For more information call us at 345-0652 or look
us up at www.myeiuhome.com
___________o.o

couples. 348-8249.
___________00
www.jwilliamsrentals.com
CHECK US OUT FOR YOUR
NEXT APARTMENT. Leasing
now 1 & 2 bedroom units. Good
locations, nice apartments, off
street parking, trash paid. No
pets. 345-7286.
___________00
For Fall 'OS 1,2,and 3 bedrooms for close to campus. 4
locations to choose from. Call
345-6533
___________00
BUCHANAN ST. APTS: 1,2,&3
BDRM APTS AVAILABLE FOR
FALL 05-06. PLENTY OF OFF
STREET PARKING, WATER
AND TRASH INCLUDED.
CALL 345-1266
___________00
3 bedroom house for fall 2005.
Free parking, furnished, new
carpet. For information contact
Kim at 346-3583.
___________00

Edited by Will Shortz

No. 0105

57 Knotted, scorewise
59 Grow tiresome
61 Ad come-on #4
68 "Hold it

!"

69 Shade provider
70 Nary a soul
71 Carol time
72 Short hours of
operation?
73 Ohm's symbol
DOWN
1 Coolers, for
short
2 Sri Lanka export
3 Ltr. container
4 Clambake clam
5 Mikhail
Romanov, e.g.
6 Detonate
7 "That __ Devil
Called Love"
8 Doe's mate
9 Right turn __

23 With 31-Across,
ad come-on #2

42 Catch some
rays

24 Explorer
Vespuoci

45 Get older

26 Stays current
28 Car rental info

48 Ping-Pong
locale
50 In _ (occurring naturally)

AND ON LINCOLN STREET.
CALL 348-0157 FOR INFORAPPOINTMATION AND

10 Get intelligence
from
29 See 51-Across
11 Intelligence grp. 30 Hockey teams,

MENTS.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _3/4

54 Navratilova rival

12 Table scrap

58 Fargo's state:
Abbr.

Two blocks from campus 3 bedroom apt. Three people $235
each. Off street parking, trash
included .345-3554
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Y11

.;;;..&,.;;,.,o,;....o..;;;;.L..J

e.g.

13 Born in France

32 School mo.

18 Surrender

33 Louis XIV, e.g.

19 "_ Tu" (1974
hit)

37 Makes unreadable, in a way

22 Endurance

41 Fall back

64 "__ got an
idea"

65 Underwater

eggs

52 Opened wide

so •__ extra cost!"
61 Roll-call call

66 It's east of the
Isle of Man:
Abbr.

62 Buckeyes' sch.
63 Rolodex no.

67 Bounding main
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Law requires schools to offer breakfast

REACCREDITATION:

BILL:

PAGE

CoNnNUED FRO." ' PACE 1

CONriNUED FROM 1¥\CE 1

requested 150,000 doses and agreed
to pay $10 pervaccine, said Kay
Bird, spokeswoman for the New
Mexico Department of Public
Health.
"We are committed to purchasing
(the vaccines) , but New Mexico has
a procurement law that prevents (us)
from purchasing something we don't
have," Bird said.
If the FDA had told Blagojevich
that lllinois couldn't import the vaccine, there would have been time to
resell the doses during the beginning
of the flu season when the vaccine
was in high demand, Ottenhoffsaid.

solved by some money from the
state legislature in the late '90s,"
Herrington-Peery said.
Equipment funding has not
grown since 2001 because ofstatic fi.mding from the state, according to the 2005 self-sn•dy report.
The other areas of concern
were also taken care of,
Herrington-Peery
said.
Professional development and
assessment
were
improved
through institutional changes,
and Eastern installed a completely new general education program in Fall2000.

SPRINGFIELD (AP) - More
poor children will be able to eat a
free breakfast at school under legislation signed Tuesday by Gov. Rod
Blagojevich.
Advocates for the poor had
pushed for expansion of the school
brea.kfust program, arguing that sUIdies show students score better on tests
and are more alert when they eat in
the morning.
Under the legislation, schools
must offer breakfast if 40 percent or
more of their students qualify for
government-subsidized lunches.
Of the state's 4,200 elementary
and secondary schools, more than

2,200 voluntarily participate in
school nutrition programs, and all
but 358 offer breakfast now, said
Illinois State Board of Education
spokeswoman Becky Watts.
Previously, there had been no
requirement for schools to offer
breakfast.
"We are extremely delighted that
more children, especially low-income
children and children of working fu.milies, will be afforded the possibility of
having breakfast at school," said
Connie Probst, a community organizer with the lllinois Hunger Coalition.
How much the state's expanded
breakfast program will cost is still

unclear because administrators have
90 days to determine which schools
must participate, Watts said.
School breakfast programs are
fi.mded primarily through federal
grants and partially with state dollars.
A sponsor of the legislation said
school districts do not need to worry
about additional costs because they
will be reimbursed for any expenses,
such as adjusting bus schedules or
lining up cafeteria supervisors.
"It requires them to make some
changes, so it requires work. But the
bill as it has been signed ensures that
we' re not talking about costs," said
Sen. Miguel del Valle, D -Chicago.

CLASSIFIEDS
CHECK OUR LIST!!!

FOR RENT
Lincolnwood Pinetree has 2&3
BR Apts. available for second
semester. Call 345-6000
___________________00
Newly remodeled two bedroom
apartments complexly furnished, parking, laundry, FREE
DSL Fast internet, $490. 913
and 917 4th St. 235-0405 or
317-3085.
___________________00
VERY AFFORDABLE: Now
leasing 1,2,and 3 bedroom
apartments,three
bedroom
house. All within two blocks of
campus. Call 345-5373 or 5495593
___________________00
AVAIL. Aug 05- 1 Bedroom
Apartment. Very clean and nice,
locally owned and furnished.
Close to campus. Laundry on
premises, trash paid and par1<ing included. THIS IS WERE
YOU WANT TO LIVE! Call and
leave a message 348-0673
___________________00

Check us out on the web:

•.noteeterentals.com
217-345-5088

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

FALL 2005 NEW CONSTRUCTION! 3 bedroom, 2 bath unit.
Excellent location. WID, disposal, dishwasher, and excellent parking included. ALSO,
VERY NICE 1 BEDROOM APT.

6 MONTH LEASE! Summer
and Fall 2005. 2 bedroom

WITH
OFFICE
SPACE.
EXCELLENT
LOCATION.
$350/ MONTH. For more info

Clean modern apartments
and homes w/some utilities

call 345-0652.
___________________00
Four bedroom house at 219
Jackson Ave. Large bedrooms
and washer/dryer included. $200
each. Call348-5427 or 549-1957.
___________________00

house 1/2 block from campus. 345-6967.
Available for Summer and
Fall 05-06 school year.

included. 1,2,3,4,&5 bedrooms. WI D in some units
also. NOT ALL CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. NO PETS!!!! 217-

345-5088.
___________________00

mation call 345-5088.
___________________00

WI D INCLUDED WIRED FOR

Royal Heights Apartments. 3

HIGH

BR

apartments

fall

2005.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS 1120
EDGAR DRIVE. 345-6100.
___________________00

Remodeled, free parking. Call
Kim. 346-3583.
___________________00

FALL 2005 - EXTRA NICE 8-10
bedroom, 3 bath house near

STUDENTS, DON'T SIGN A
NEW LEASE UNTIL YOU HAVE
CHECKED
OUT
CHARLESTON'S
NEWEST
OFF CAMPUS STUDENT
RENTAL HOUSING DEVELOP-

LANTZ. 12 mo. lease. NO
PETS. 345-3148.
___________________00
Very Nice 3 bedroom house. All
new interior- washer/dryer,
dishwasher, deck.$295 each.
345-6967
___________________00
4 Bedroom Apt. 1/2 block from
campus. $235 each trash
included. 345-6967
___________________00
05-06,
excellent
location,
across from campus. 1 BR

BASKETBALL.
AVAILABLE
FALL 2005!!! COMPETITIVE
PRICING!!!! LEASING OFFICE
NOW OPEN. CALL FOR

month. No pets please. 3480006.
___________________00

INFORMATION. 348-1099. WEB
SITE: WWW.UNIVERSITYVILLAGEHOUSING.COM
___________________00

apartments, 1o month lease
with heat and water paid. $375

Free broadband Internet, large
apts., new carpeVpaint, furnished, low utilities. Great deal
$500/month. 345-7437.
___________________00

Large 1 bedroom apartments
close to campus. $325, $350.
345-6967.
___________________00

tion.
00

.Jirn Wood , Realtor

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
Charleston, IL 61920
217-345-4489- Fax:345-4472

ROOMMATES

----------------~15
Seeking male roommate for
apartment close to campus.
Call 345-5088 for more informa-

ROOMMATES
Roommates
needed
for
2005/2006 school year. 4 bedroom house, close to campus.
Call Kati at 708-217-2082 or
Samantha at 708-606-1718.
_________________Y2

Fb:rrn'"iaB rea:led b share hcu;e
wl1li:! EJU Sll:la1s. l.ea:le enctg
5'31A:l4. Cal348-0014, ~~.

___________________o.o

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY MILLER

MENT!!! UNIVERSITY VILLAGE. 28 NEW 4 BEDROOM
HOMES AND 96 NEW 3 BEDROOM DUPLEXES. 4 ACRE
PARK IN THE CENTER OF THE
COMMUNITY. ALL SINGLE
STORY UNITS. NO STAIRS TO
CLIMB. SAND VOLLEYBALL,

pick it up, come to the Student
Publications office, room 1802
Buzzard Hall, and for only $6
we will mail you a copy in the
Fall when they are published.
Call 581-2812 for more informa-

ANNOUNCEMENTS

tion.
___________________00

NEW LUXURY 3 BEDROOM, 2
BATH LARGE APARTMENTS,
INTERNET.

Lists at 1512 A Street
Showing appointments M-F 10-4

Close to campus. Lease optional. Call Lily at 217-549-3239.

Available now. 1 BR apartment
in Charleston close to the
square. Stove/fridge, nice location. For more information call

ATTENTION ALL GRADUATING SENIORS! If you are interested in a yearbook of your senior year, and are not sure how to

Many Apts have paid cable & internet
Most houses with washer/dryer
Townhouses network wired

Female roommate needed to
share 2 bedroom apartment.

Attention students! 7 BR home
open for the 05-06 school year.
2 bath, central air, WI D,
stove/fridge, living room and
dining room. Walking distance
from campus. For more infor-

SPEED

Houses for 2 or 3 or 4!
Apartments for 1 &2
Townhouses for 2,3,4, or 5

345-4494.
___________________00

BUCHANAN STREET APARTMENTS: 1 and 2 bedroom
apartments available in January
water and trash included off
street parking call 345-1266
___________________00

PERSONALS

BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

Spring Break 2005 with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour
Operator. Hiring campus reps.
Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-6484849 www.ststravel.com
_________________2/17
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, & Florida! Best
Parties, Best Hotels, Best
Prices! Book NOW!!! 1-800234-7007 www.endlesssummertours.com

------------------~4

Chicago Job Fairs & Career
Fairs, YOUR Chicago Career
Connection! www.chicagojobresource.com.
__________________,5/2
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Casad back in a starting role

STANDINGS

After a midseason slump,
the sophomore
guard has her
spot back

TEAM

BY MARCUS JACKSON

Sophomore guard Megan Casad
has bounced back from a mid-season slump to regain her spot as the
starting point guard for the
Panther women's basketball team.
During the Panthers' four-game
home stand in mid-January, Casad
came off the bench for the first
time in her Panther career, and her
statistics suffered as a result.
During the home stand, the
Bloomington, Ind. native scored a
total of eight points and recorded
three assists as the Panthers (9- 14,
2-10 OVC) struggled winning just
one of those four games.
Since then, Casad has regained
her spot in the starting line- up,
averaging nearly nine points a
game and dishing out 3.5 assists.
Assistant coach Lauren Dailey
said it was tough for Casad to sit
but that she has come out of it as a
better player.
"It was very frustrating for her to
sit and not play as many minutes as
she was used to," she said. "But it has
been a true testament to her character the way she has bounced back
and played over the past few games."
This week the Panthers hope
Casad can keep up her solid play as
they fight to keep their post-season

Eastern Illinois
(9-14, 2-10)

@

"

Morehead
Stale

(4-19, 2-10)

ovc

OVERALL
RECOR D

11-1
11-1
10-2
7-5
6-6
5-7
5-7
4-8
3-9
2-10
2-10

17-6
16-7
17-6
11-11
7-1 6
12-11
9-14
7-1 6
7-1 6
9-14
4-19

Southeast Missouri
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee Tech
Jacksonville State
Tenn. Martin
Samford
Murray State
Tennessee State
Austin Peay
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State

SPORTS REPORTER

THURSDAY'S GAME

RECORD

OVC SlATS
SCORING PER GAME
t.CHRISIAN, Emily-TTU
2.CONCEICAO, T.-SEMO
3.FREEMAN, Shanika-JSU
4.REMINGTON, R.-MUR
5.0'CONNOR, Pam-EIU
6.JACKSON, Andreika-UTM
7.CAVIN, Kendaii-TTU
8.ECKERLE, Miranda-EKU
REBOUNDS PER GAME
! .HAYNES, Ashley-APSU
I.BAILEY, Kendra-TSU
3.FREEMAN, Shanika-JSU
4.J()HNSON, Shelly-MOR
5.BROWN, Chandra-SEMO
6.ECKERLE, Miranda-EKU
7.JACKSON, A.-UTM
15.0'CONNOR, Pam-EIU
ASSISTS PER GAME
STEPHEN HAASIIHE D\ILY EASTERN NEWS

IJihimlOlltll· p:a:r~ M®CIOO! Casadlllll®nt 1 •
T@liiD!lt t:ll@ Sl:a~• t @
M
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hopes alive. The Panthers are currently in a last-place tie with
Morehead State, who they will play
Thursday night in Morehead, Ky.
Eastern is two games behind
eighth-place Tennessee State for
the final OVC playoff spot.

II

~ KaSlro@
ma Powe

With the Panthers fighting to
extend their season, Dailey thinks
that solid play is needed from the
point guard and says Casad will
need to lead the Panthers.
" It's very important for (Casad)
to play well over the next four

SATURDAY'S GAME

GAME DESCRIPTION
The Eagles dropped both oft heir OVC
games last week, falling to Jacksonville
State 78-64 and Samford 68-57.
Freshman guard Tarah Combs led the
Eagles last week averaging 9.5 points,
including 16 off the bench against
Samford, and was named OVC Rookie-ofthe-Week.

Eastern Illinois
(9-14, 2-10)

@

Eastern
Kentucky
(1&-7, 11 -1)

games," Dailey said. "We really
need these wins, and the point
guard runs the show. If she can
emerge as more of a vocal leader
and control the game, then she'll
give us a shot at making it into the
tournament."

t .PETTY, Shaleea-MUR
2.CLAY, laKisha-TSU
3.PEEK, Casandra-APSU
4.ALEXANDER, Tynisha-TTU
6.SPARKS, Megan-EIU

GP
23
23
23
23
23

23
23
23
GP
23
23
23

21

23

23
23

23

GP
23
23
23
23

23

PIG
18.5
17.6
16.0
15.2
15.0
14.5
14.0
13.4
Reb.
6.6
6.6
6.7
7.5
7.0
6.5
6.1
5.5
Asst.
4.30
4.17
3.63
3.70
3.41

THREE-POINT FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE
GP
Pet.
! .HOLBROOK, S.-TTU
21
.466
23
.446
2.CASAD, Megan-EIU
3.CAZEE, Ashley-EKU
20
.435
4.RUSSIA, Brandi-SEMO
23
.433
8.PLOGER, Melanie-EIU
23
.395

GAME DESCRIPTION

NOTES

Eastem Kentucky swept its conference games
last week extending its win streak to eight.
The Colonels defeated Samford 63 -45 and
Jacksonville State 63-61. Junior Laura
Shelton averaged 15.5 points during the two
wins, including a career-high 20 points
against Jacksonville State.

Player~f-the-Week

Emily Christian, Jr. Tennessee Tech
Newcomer-of-the-Week
Tatiana Conceicao, Jr. Southeast Missouri
Rookie-of-the-Week
Tarah Combs, Fr. Morehead State

~W~enlnnEffingham, IL

Attention Seniors & Parents
Effingham's newest full service hotel
Featuring "The Great American Grill" Restaurant
Indoor Swimming Pool, Whirlpool, 24hr Business Center
Complimentary High-Speed Internet

NOW TAKING
RESERVATIONS

Parents Weekend & Graduation

I Call Today!

Remodeling
SPECIAL

217-540-7777
tAn~

ROYAL HEIGHrS

211-)4)·24~

saoo.wn Sliop

T

W~D;f~w

Close To Campus - Great Rent Rates
For Info Call Kim at 346 - 3583

_31st Lil' GriU On (~mpns

IJ.LD,\Y,
LVrn\VAH1«lM
ll.\1! \IID~lGifl'
--

'Wf ~ellver (rUtlm~, lC yw w~u't ~low yoo1 min~·

Buy One Get One Free
w/ Student or Faculty I.D.
Please Present Coupon

345-SUBS

-----------------------------------
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"The one we were really
close on that would
have been huge, was
Oregon ... That one
really broke my heart."

Even against
ranked opponents,
Kenny Robertson
finds ways to win
BY

jOHN SMITH, ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
Of DEVELOPMENT

SCHEDULE:

DAN RENICK

CONriNUED FROM PACE 1 2

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

In sophomore Kenny Robertson's 40 matches
this season at 174 pounds, 12 have been against
wrestlers ranked in the top 20 in the nation.
In three of Robertson's matches against top five
wrestlers, two losses to Northern Iowa's Eric H attan
and one to Northwestern's Jake H erbert, he was
within two points of winning.
This weekend Robertson, ranked 20 with a
record of31-9, will wrestle No. 18 J.J. Holmes of
Eastern Michigan and No. 2 Ben Askeren of
Missouri.
And if asked about tltese matches, he'll probably
say the same thing he does about almost every
opponent - ' It's just another match.'
"(Kenny's) pretty level-headed about things,"
Eastern head coach Ralph McCausland said. "He
knows how to put things in perspective."
Some of that level headedness comes from
Robertson's experien=
Robertson, who McCausland describes as an
anyone, anywhere, anytime type guy, started
wrestling when he was 4-years-old for the
Metantora Redbirds Children's Club.
Metamora High School head coach Steve
Schroeder said he's known Robertson his whole life
and coached his uncles in high school as well.
"We got him involved in the program, and it
seems like he's been around forever," Schroeder
said. "He just goes out and gets the job done.
"Kenny's always calm and relaxed, but he's
aggressive on the mat."

STEPHEN HAAS/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS
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Robertson wrestled varsity for the Redbirds all four
years of high school and becante one of Schroeder's
most successful wrestler's. H e was a three-time state
qualifier, taking second his junior and senior year,
and had a 143-21 record in high school.
"It was real tough when (Kenny) lost at state his
senior year," Schroeder said. "H e wanted it as
much, if not more, than anyone else.
"I told him to look back at his career because a
lot of kids wish they could do half of what he did."
When Robertson was done as a Redbird, he carne
to Eastern, where he red-shirred his freshman year.
Robertson's top priority when he chose a college
was finding one to prepare him for a career in technology education, Schroeder said.
"H e's just the basics," McCausland said. "He just
loves hard work"

•

I®&JIOID all 31 Ql.ll@

McCausland said he's gotten to see just how
much Robertson likes to work - and not just on
the mat.
While the wrestling team was chopping wood for
a local family, Robertson chopped so much he had
blisters and cuts on his hands.
"Instead of quitting he just put some duct tape
over them and kept chopping," McCausland said.
'That's just the type of kid he is - he loves to work
hard and compete."
And hopefi.1lly all the hard work and big matches will pay off as he prepares for the NCAA West
Regional March 5, but McCausland knows his
experience will carry him through it.
"Even though he's only a sophomore, he's had
exposure that brings a level of composure to him,"
McCausland said.

'1 got a call about December 27,
and they said, 'Temple signed the
contract,"' Smith said. "So, then we
were kind of left at the doorstep
there."
Following more phone calls,
Smith said Western Michigan
became an option, but not at the
right price - $ 150,000.
Smith said Eastern would have
taken on the Broncos if it didn't get a
better offer, and then, the Panthers
did.
"The one we were really close on
that would have been huge, was
Oregon," Smith said.
'1 thought we were in on it, and
then they called us and decided to go
with Montana.
"That one really broke my heart."
That's when talks with West
Virginia, Auburn and BYU picked
up. And when BYU was ready to sign
a contract, the Panthers pounced.
'1t's going to be an exciting game,"
Smith said. "It's a program we've
never played before, it's in Provo,
Utah and it's a nice stadium right
there in the mountains.
"So there are a lot of positives
about it."

University Village is Coming!!!!

Brand New For August 2005
28 ·Four Bedroom Houses and 96 • Three Bedroom Duplexes, Great Floorplans! The 1111its are HUGE! You'vegot your own house or duplex.
Great Features! High speed internet/cable in every bedroom and living room. Washer/Dryer and Dishwasher in every unit. Interior Design of units is second to none.
Tons of Free Parking. Plenty of Room to Relax Outdoors.
Great Amenities! This may be the best part. University Village will be THE PLACE to live. Our social life is THE BEST!!
We've got an ON-SITE EVENT COORDINATOR !! Check out what we've got planned for you ON-SITE • Concerts, Beach Volleyball Tournaments, Frolf, Cookouts.
COME ROAD TRIPPIN with us to Cubs/Cards, Clubbing in Chicago, Ski/Snowboarding Trips, Specially Hosted Nights at Local Clubs
\\\
for our residents, and MUCH MORE!
{\\\'~\\\ Our residen~ will have TRB BBST SOCTAL UFB/111 We'vegot it all- Great Units Loaded with Tho Stuff You Want
~~
ABeautiful Spacious Site· and aKickin' Built In Social Life!!

t. , ,\\'

\~' ~

~

1. ~~

CALL US NOW!!!!· Our First 15 Leases get a$75/month Early Signing Bonus (that's pretty big bucks!!!) MODEL UNIT COMING SOON!!!
CHECK US OUT AT: www.UniversityVdlageHousing.com
UNTVRRSTTYVILLAGE (217) 348-1099
301 C Lincoln Ave.

PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
THURSDAY

W OMIEN'S 8 ASICET8ALL AT M OILEHEAD STAn
MEN'S 8 ASICET8ALL AT MoREHEAD STAn

SWIMMING AT MIDWEST ClAsSIC CHAMPIONSHIP

FRIDAY

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

FROM LEFT
FIELD
DAN WOlKE
SPORTS EDITOR

Baseball
already?
While walking arotmd Eastern's
campus Tttesday, I oouldn't get a
song out of my head.
Not realizing how goofY someone
looks while whistling John Fogerty's
"Centerfield," I happily preformed
my rendition of the baseball anthem.
And why not? Tttesday fdt like it
could've been Opening Day.
The sun was shining, and the
temperanrre was warm. I walked
past someone who looked like they
had just spent a fun-filled, beersoaked and obscenity-laced afternoon in the bleachers at Wrigley
Fidd. I think I even heard some
crazy person ydl out "crackerjack."
(Come to think of it, I think someone may have just been calling me a
"cracker.")
Slurs aside, just about everything
about the day felt like baseball.
And it was appropriate, considering Tttesday was the first day where
pitchers and catchers reported to
spring training (or as I call it, the time
ofyear where Garth Brooks shows us
he still can't hit or fidd). The sunny
day got me ready fur a new baseball
season and a new year fur my new
White Sox (who will find a new way
to be out of it in July).
I was all set to take on any Cubs
funs blabbing about their improved
clubhouse chemistry - even if Mr.
Mia Hamm's former team won a
World Series after they traded him.
Simply, it was a beautifu!Tttesday.
Problem was, Tues-night sucked.
First, the temperarure fell faster
than an NBA players' shorts on the
road. Then, the sky began to spit,
and pretty soon, the spitting nrrned
to an all-out spewing of hail and rain
- hardly baseball weather. It didn't
remind me of baseball season; it
reminded me of hockey season.
First of all, like the rainy weather,
I was kind ofexcited when the NHL
went away.
Any sport that play.s 82 games in
the regular season only to keep the
worst 3 peocent of the postseason
needs re-examination.
Fitting, that the night before the
2004-05 NHL season is removed
from life-support and is pronounced
dead is the same night I am ready to
pull the plug on my "no umbrdla"
mantra.
And, willie there may be sports
funs that are blood thirsty, skate or
Canadian who miss the NHl, fd
rather count the day.s to first pitch.
Dtm Wf>iko; a ;miorjournalism major, can~

wnit ftJ lmtr ftvm Olbs fons. Email lim at
woikrda@hotmailcom andprofosyour louefor
Dusty Baker, Ron Santo, Kmy \Voai andgrMIS
(or sotm u111cky combination ofallfour).
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SWIMMING

Panther men look for repeat

Men took first at
Midwest Classic last
year while women
were No. 1 in 2003
BY MATT DANIELS
STAFF WRITER

While the maJOrity of Eastern's
campus will be enjoying a three-day
weekend of relaxation, the men's and
women's swimming and diving teams
will be hard at work.
With the Midwest Classic
Championship in Indianapolis set to
begin on Thursday morning, both
teams have high hopes. On the men's
side, it has a chance to win back-toback titles at the Midwest Classic. For
the women, the team hopes to
improve upon its tl1ird place finish of
a year ago and recapture the title, just
as they did in 2003.
"Basically, we, as a team, need to
stay positive and cheer on our teammates as much as we can," said
Eastern junior swimmer Claire
Garvey.
Teams participating in the event on
both the men's and women's sides
besides are: Eastern Michigan, IUPUI,
Miami (Ohio), Northern Colorado,
Valparaiso and Western Illinois.
"Eastern is always a very good program due to their great deal of depth,"
said IUPUI head swimming coach
Jim Shuck. "We always enjoy swimming against them."
The Eastern men have already
defeated Valparaiso and Western
illinois this year in dual meets, along
with sweeping the season series from
IUPUI.
The Eastern women have already
faced IUPUI, Valparaiso and Western
Illinois this year. The Panthers
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emerged victorious 1n both meets
against IUPUI and defeated
Valparaiso in the only dual head-tohead meet between tl1e two schools.
Western Illinois was the only common opponent that gave the women's
team a setback this year. Eastern
dropped the only dual meet to
Western 126-117 back in November.
The site of the Midwest Classic will
be held at the IU Natatorium in
Indianapolis, IUPUI's home swimming facility.

"Having the meet at our home
facility will serve as a benefit to our
team," said Shuck.
The venue hosted tl1e 2000 U.S.
Olympic Swimming Trials, and Sports
lllustrated ranks it as one of the best
swimming complexes in the nation.
Top performers at this weekend's
meet for Eastern expect to be seniors
Tom Watson and Paul Luttinen, as
well as sophomore Bill Senese in the
swimming portion for the men and
freshman Joe Laird and sophomore
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Dave Trabilsy in diving.
For the women, Garvey and sophomore Brirtany Wtniger will be key
components in the swimming section.
Seniors Angie Arnold and Lindsae
Baldes will be looked upon to step up
in the diving part of the meet.
The season has come full circle for
both teams.
"The season got off to a rocky start,
but right around the time we went to
Florida for training is when the season
turned around," Garvey said.

FOOTBALL

What could have been for 2005 schedule
The schools
Eastern didn't
land for 2005
./Oregon
./Illinois
./Navy
./Western
Michigan
./West Virginia
./Auburn

BY DAN WOlKE
SPORTS EDITOR

What if?
That's one question the Panther athletic department is asking itself after just
missing out on scheduling Oregon and
the $400,000 payday from the game, said
Assistant
Athletic
Director
for
Development John Smith.
Smith, who negotiates the Eastern
football team's contracts for many games,
said Oregon was one of a short list of
schools the Panthers almost penciled in
their schedule.
Illinois, Navy, Western Michigan,
West Virginia and Auburn all were in
talks with Eastern about scheduling a
non-conference football game.
Eastern will receive $225,000 to play
Brigham Young on Sept. I 0 in Provo, Utah.

Smith said the athletic department
aimed at netting $200,000, and after
subtracting travel costs for the BYU contest, the profits will exceed its goal.
Eastern announced its 2005 schedule
Thursday, and it was
finalized later than
Smith would have
liked.
Both Illinois and
West Virginia had
concerns about their
scheduled "money
)OHN SMITH
games" and spoke
with Smith about playing Eastern.
Illinois is scheduled to play San Jose
State, but the lllini were concerned over
rumors about San Jose State's football
program potentially being terminated,
Smith said.
Illinois and Eastern are scheduled to

play in 2006 with Eastern recelVlng
$300,000.
Smith said discussions about moving
that game up a year lasted until San Jose
State resolved its program's issues, leaving
Eastern with an empty date on the schedule.
"We were kind of hanging," he said.
After that, Smith and his assistant
began calling numerous major programs
and inquiring about open schedule dates.
It was early December when Navy
called back because the school was concerned with Temple's football team's stability.
Navy gave Temple a Dec. 31 deadline
to sign a contract, and if they didn't come
to terrns, Eastern would sign a contract to
play the Midshipmen.
SEE SC HEDULE PAGE 11

